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THE COHOMOLOGY OF BLOW UPS 

BY SAMUEL GITLER* 

0. Introduction 

The blowing up of a manifold along a submanifold is a construction that has 
been used extensively in algebraic geometry. In this expository note we give 
a description of the cohomology of both complex and real blow ups. We use 
Thom spaces and the Thom-Pontryagin mappings to define isomorphisms 
which allows more of the algebra of the cohomology of the blow ups and the 
module over the Steenrod algebra structure to become apparent. We have 
tried to make this note accessible to topologists. 

Given a complex manifold X of complex dimension n and a submanifold 
Y of complex of codimension d, the blow up of X along Y is a complex man
ifold X of the same dimension as X, which comes with a holomorphic map 
f : X -+ X which is an isomorphism outside r-1(Y) and where r- 1(Y) can 
be identified with Y the projective normal bundle of the embedding of Y in 
X. The mapping f is of degree one for closed manifolds and this produces a 
splitting using the Gysin map/!: H*(X)-+ H*(X) 

(0.1) H*(X) = {*H*(X) EB Ker/! 

This splitting is not a splitting of algebras. We have a natural commutative 
diagram: 

k ~ t ~ y ----x -yN 

(0.2) jt jh 
k . t 

y ---+-X -yN 

where f.N and yN are the Thom spaces of the normal bundles of the embed
dings of Y in X and of Y in X, respectively, and k, k ar~ the inclusions, t, t the 
Thom-Pontryagin maps; g is the restriction off to Y and h is the induced 
map in Thom spaces. This diagram induces a short exact sequence 

(0.3) 0-+ H*(YN) ~ H*(X) EB H*(YN) £ H*(X)-+ 0 

where a (t*, h*), f3 = f* - t* which enables us to identify Kerf! with 
H* (Y) / g* H* (Y) and to determine the ring structure even though /3 is not 
a ring map. In particular, when k*: H*(X)-+ H*(Y) is onto, the description 
of H*(X) as an algebra is particularly simple, see Theorem (3.10). 

*Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9013139 
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A similar exact sequence appears in [5]. However Manin does not consider 
Thom spaces. 

In section 4, we describe the Chern classes of the tangent bundle to X. 
One may also make the blow up construction for real manifolds. The meth

ods in this note, may equally apply to this situation and yield the mod 2 co
homology of the real blow up, see section 5. 

1. The blow up construction 

Let X be a (real or) complex manifold of dimension n and Y a subman
ifold of codimension d. Let F be the real or complex numbers and Fm+d 
the corresponding (m + d)-space. Let Dm+d be the disk with coordinates 
(z,z') = (z1, ... ,Zm,Z1., ... ,z~). Let Do be the subspace of Dm+d given by 

D1// = (z,z')lz' = 0, and letFPd-l denote the projective space of dimension 
d - 1 with homogeneous coordinate t = [t1, ... , ta], We now recall the blow 
up construction as given in [2, p. 603]. The blow up of nm+d along D0 is the 
submanifold B(Dm+d, D0) of Dm+d x Fpd- l defined by: 

B(Dm+d,D'o) = ((z,z'), [t])lzi~ = zJti for 1 ~ i,j ~ d. 

The projection onto the first factor induces f: B(Dm+d ,D0)-+ Dm+d and it 
is clear that f induces an isomorphism (diffeomorphism or biholomorphism) 

(1.1) B ( Dm+d' D'{f) - f-1 ( D'{f) ~ nm+d - D'{f. 

The general construction is now obtained by patching. Namely choose a fam
ily of charts {Ua} for X so that Y = LJ (Ua n T) and so that it 

'Pa : U a -+ nm+d is a diffeomorphism, 

then t.pa(Ua n Y) = Dm. 
Use the diffeomorphisms 'Pa to constant Ba ( U a, U a n Y) over U a. 
Now B(X, Y) = LJBa(Ua, Ua nY) modulo identifications, where the iden-

a 
tifications are as follows. Consider U /3 another chart, then we can form 
Ba(UanU/3, UanU/3nY) C Ba(Ua, UanY) andBf3(UanUf3, UanU/3nY) C 
Bf3(Uf3, U/3 n Y). We identify a point x E Ba(Ua n U/3, Ua n U/3 n Y) with 

'P,e11Pa(x) E B(J(Ua n U/3, Ua nU/3nY). It is then not hard to see thatB(X, Y) 
is a manifold of the same dimension as X, closed and compact if Xis. More
over, if X and Y are orientable manifolds (the problem of orientability only 
arises for real X and Y), then so is B(X, Y). By general position, because Y 
has codimension at least 1, the map f : B(X, Y) -+ X is of degree 1. Also 
r-1(¥) = Y is the projective normal bundle of the embedding of Yin X. 

This projective normal bundle Y has a canonical line bundle L consisting of 
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(y, l, v), where y E Y, l is a line in the normal space to Y at y, and v is a vector 
in that line. We also denote by X = B(X, Y). We now have a diagram: 

(1.2) 

~ k ~ y-x 

gj jr 
Y-:-----X 

J 

the blow up diagram, kJ th~ embeddings with normal bundles N = L and N 
respectively, where f: X - Y--+ X - Y is an isomorphism. 

2. Degree one mappings 

In this section, we recall some well known results like the Gysin map, 
Poincare duality and degree one maps, which can be found in [l]. 

Let f : X--+ X be a mapping of manifolds, which are orientable (otherwise 
take coefficients in Z2) and closed. Denote by [X], [X] their fundamental ho
mology classes. Recall that using Poincare duality, we can define the Gysin 
map, f!: Hq(X)-+ Hq+e(X) where e = dimX - dimX, as follows: 

(2.1) [X] nf! x = f*([X] nx) 

where x E Hq (X), f* is the map induced in homology and n is the cap product. 
If e = 0, andf is of degree 1, namely f*[X] = [X], then forx E Hq(X), 

[X] nf!f*x = f*([X] n{*x) = f*[X] nx = [X] nx 

thus f!f* is the identity and f ! is a left inverse of{*. We thus obtain: 

(2.2) 

Suppose now that x E HP (X) ,Y E (Ker f !)q, then 

(2.3) y u{*x E (Kerf!)P+q 

for 

[X] n (f!(y u f*x)) f*(([X] ny) n{*x) 

(f*([X] ny)) n x 

([X]) nf!y) nx = o. 

Hence ifp + q = 2n, 
(2.4) yuf*x = 0. 
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3. The Mayer-Vietoris sequences 

Consider the following diagram: 

k j ~ t ~ N--x-yN 

(3.1) jg jr jr 
y --k- N --j- X ~ yN 

where we have extended the diagram (1.2) to include the inclusion of Y in N 
and Y inN whereN andN are the normal bundles of the embeddings. Then 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
X=(X-Y)UN 
X = (X-Y) UN 

(X - Y) n & = & - Y 
(X-Y)nN =N-Y. 

Recall from the construction, of X, that f induces isomorphisms X - Y-+ 
X - Y, N - Y-+ N - Y. Now (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) induce a map of Mayer
Vietoris sequences: 

···-Hq-l(N-Y)-Hq(X) -

(3.4) 

-Hq(N) EB Hq(X-Y) - Hq(N-Y)-

jr jri jr2 
-Hq(N) EB Hq(X-Y) - Hq(N-Y)-

where fi and f 2 are isomorphisms and f* and r are monomorphisms. The 

fact that r is a monomorphism follows from the homotopy equivalences N ~ 
Y,N ~ Y and the well known monom~rphismH*(Y) ~ H*(Y). A little bit 
of diagram chasing now produces thatj* induces 

(3.5) Kerf! ~ H*(Y)/g*H*(Y). 

Now using (2.2) we obtain 

(3.6) H*(X) ~ f*H*(X) EB (H*(Y)/g*H*(Y)) 
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and we need to describe the ring structure. This will follow from 

THEOREM (3. 7). We have short exact sequences 

where 
a(y) = (t*y,f*y), f3(x,z) = f*x - t*z. 

Proof. The fact that a is 1 - 1 follows from the fact that j * is 1 - 1. 

Namely ifµ E Hu(YN) is the Thom class, then 

(3.8) f*µ = uux 
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where U is the Thom class of yN and xis described below in (3.10). Then 
{*(µUy)= U U X Uy, for any classy E H*(Y). But X = (-l)d-lxd-l + ... 
and H*(Y) ~ (H*(Y) ® P(x))/IN where IN is the ideal generated by r' -
~- 1c1(N)+ · ·+(-l)dCd(N). Thus Uuxuy = ±Uu~- 1uy+ ··and Uuxu 
y = 0 if and only if Uuxd-l Uy= 0. Now ,Bis an epimorphism, for by (3.6) ,B 
is onto f*H*(X). Now the classes [xky] generateH*(Y)/g*H*(Y) with k > 0, 
and ifwe IookatxkyinH*(Y),k*t*(U-.xk- 1y) = xky sok*I*(U-.xk- 1y) == [.xky] 

and /3 is onto. Now ,Ba = 0, for {Ja(y) = f3(t*y,f*y) = f*t*y - t*f*y = 0 
because of the commutativity of (3.1). 

Finally, suppose f3(u, z) = 0, i.e. f*u = t*z. Now z is of the form z = U(y 0 + 
YlX + ... + Yd-lxl- 1), then k*t*z =yox +Y1X2 + · · · +Yd-lxd = k*f*u. Thus 
YoX+Y1x 2 + · · ·+Yd-~d-l+Yd-1(C1~-l- · · ·-(-l)d+lcd) = k*f*u. Then 
we must have (-l)d+lYd-1 Cd= k*f*u and all the coefficients of x, ... ,rf-l 
zero. Thus, 

Yo+ (-l)dYd-lcd-l 0 

Yl + (-l)d-lYd-1 Cd-2 0 

Thus 
d-1 ( l)d-1 YoX + · · · + Yd-lx = - Yd-lX 

and 

Thus 
z = g*(µ · Yd-1) and· t*(µ · Yd-i) = f*u. 
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Suppose E and F are vector bundles over X, then the embedding E ---+ 

E tBF given bye-+ (e, 0) induces a mapping of Thom spacesi: xE-+ xEffiF. 

PROPOSITION (3.9). We have i*UE(J)F = UE U x(F), where UEIUE(J)F are the 
Thom classes and x(F) is the Euler class of F. 

Proof. Consider the product bundles 

i 
ExX-FxF 

I m 
XxX --XxX 

where i(e,x) = (e,sF(x)) and sF is the 0-section of F. It induces a map of 
Thom spaces 

xE /\X k~ xE /\XF 

and (k /\ BF )*(UE 0 UF) = UE 0 x(F). 
Now using~: X-+ Xx X to pass to Whitney sums, (3.9) follows. 

Now the mapping j : yN -+ yN is really the composite 

yN -+ yg*N -+ yN 

where 
0-+N -+g*N-+ W-+ 0. 

Then by (3.9) {*UN= UN U x(W) 
Now x(W) is computed in: 

PROPOSITION (3.10). The Euler class x(W) is given by 

x(W) = cd-l (N) - xCd-2(N) + · · · + (-1 )d-lxd-l _ 

Proof. We have 
C(W) U C(N) = g*C(N). 

Now C(N) = 1 +x, hence C(W) = g*C(N)(l +x)- 1 or C(W) = g*C(N)(l -
x + x 2 - • • • + ( -1 )kxk + • .. ) and since x(W) = Cd-l (W) the result follows. 

The Euler class Cd(N) E H2d(Y) is in the image of H*(X) since we have 

H*(YN) !:+· H*(X) ~ H*(Y) and UN-+ Cd(N). Let Cd= t*UN. 
When k* : H*(X) -+ H*(Y) is onto, as for example where X = Y x Y 

and Y t..-+ Y x Y is the diagonal embedding having the tangent bundle as 
normal bundle, then we may choose classes Ci E H2i(X) with k*q = Ci, i = 
1, 2, ... , d - 1. Let P(V) denote the polynomial algebra over Z on a single 
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generator V of dimension 2. Then we have: 

THEOREM (3.11). When k* : H*(X) --+ H*(Y) is onto the mapping </J 

H*(X) ® P(V)--+ H*(X) given by 

{
f*x if r = 0 

</J(x ® vr) = [k*x U ur] if r > 0 

is an epimorphism of algebras. The kernel is the ideal generated by (Kerk*)® 
P(V) and the class 

d d-l- d-z= V -V C1+ .. ·+(-l) Cd 

where k*Ci = Ci. 

This theorem follows easily from the above results. 

4. The Chern classes of X 

In this section, we compute the Chern classes of (the tangent bundle of) 
X. Formulas similar to these appear in [3], [4] and [6]. Our formula looks a 
little bit different from that of A.T. Lascu and D.B. Scott [4, p.227], because 
we did not use reverse formulas, but more importantly, we split the image 
ofj*f*(TX) more than they do. Their formula can be obtained by the same 
argument I use below. 

We begin by recalling that if E is a complex d vector bundle over a complex 
manifold Y and 

q: P(E)--+ Y 

is the projective bundle, then q* E splits 

0 --+ L --+ q*E --+ W --+ 0 

where L is the canonical line bundle. Also 

T(P(E)) = q*T(Y) EBB(TcP1- 1) 

where B(Tf:pd-l) is the bundle along the fibers. In this case 

B(TCPd-l) ~ Hom (L, W) ~ L* ® W 

hence 

( 4.1) T(P(E)) = q*T(Y) EB L* ® W 

From this formula, one may compute C(P(E)), or C(Y) namely C(Y) 
g*C(Y)C(L* ® W). 
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Consider now 

X-Y 
j 

X 

g Ir 
X-Y 

j 
X 

th921 since g is an isomorphism and .X - Y and X - Y are open submanifolds 
of X and X respectively, we have 

g*j*T(X) =]*f*T(X) =]*(TX) 

and hence]*(C(.X) - f*C(X)) = 0. ~ 

It follows that C(.X) - f*C(X) = t*(u • a), since H*(X,X - Y) ~ H*(YN) 
by excision. 

We now describe the class a E H* (Y). 
First we define a certain "Chern class" B(L,E) for any bundle E and line 

bundle£. 

PROPOSITION ( 4.2). For E and L as above, one has: 

C(E @L) = C(E) + C1(L)B(L,E). 

Proof. By the splitting principle, one has 

E = L1 EBL2 EB··· EBLk. 

Suppose C1(Li) = Xi, C1(L) = x, then 

and 

k 

C(E@L) = Il(l +·x +xi) 
i=l 
k 

C(E) II(l +xi) 
i=l 

C(E @L) - C(E) = xB(L,E) = C1(L)B(L,E). 

Now we are ready to state the result on the Chern classes of .X. 

TH~EOREM (4.3) Suppose Y L--t Xis an embedding with 1!_,0rmal bundle N, Y 
and X the divisor and the blow up~ of X along Y with O -+ N -+ g* N -+ W -+ 0 
the splitting of N when lified to Y. Then 

C(X) = f*C(X) + t*[u(g*C(Y)C(N)B(N*, W))]. 
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Proof. Consider the blow up diagram 

~ ~ 

~ k ~ y-x 

gl lr 
y ___.!:_ X 

We need to compute k*(C(X) - f*C(X)). 
Since k*T(X) = T(Y) E9 N, 

k*(C(X)) = C(Y)C(N) 
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Again C(Y) = g*C(Y)C(L* ® W) so k*(C(X) - f*C(X)) = g*C(Y)C(N* ® 

W)C(N)-k*f*C(X) Butk*f*(C(X)) = g*k*C(X) andsincek*T(X) = T(Y)EB 
N andg*N = LEB W we haveg*k*C(X) = g*C(Y)C(N)C(W) andk*(C(X)
f*C(X)) = (g*C(Y))C(N)[C(N* ® W) - C(W)] thus k*(C(X) - f*C(X)) = 
g*(C(Y))C(N) • C1(N*)B(N*, W)) and thus the result follows. · 

5. Real blow ups 

The definition is that given in § 1 where instead of (C, now use JR. Again, 

§ 2 is already made to apply to X L X the real blow up. In section 3, the· 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence (3.4) holds with Z2 coefficients, and (3.5), (3.6) and 
(3.7) hold. Proposition (3.10) holds replacing C by W where x now is 1 di
mensional. 

Theorem (3.11) holds also, where dimension ofV is 1 and Ci are replaced · 
by Wi. Theorem 4.3 holds replacing Chern classes by Stiefel Whitney classes .. 
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